The past five years has ushered in a renewed energy and hope for the continuous socioeconomic development of our province. It has been a time of opportunities, and we are fortunate to have had the chance to lead our fellow Caviteños in fostering this tremendous growth.

Through our collective efforts, we have forged a culture of corporate efficiency in the workforce. The ISO 9001:2008 certification we have obtained in 2012 and have successfully renewed through the years is proof of our commitment to dedicating nothing but efficient services to our constituents.

Innovation has also marked the last few years for our Provincial Government. Our various projects on information technology and communications have brought us at the forefront of governance through modern technology. The ICT integration in our schools, as well as the provision of free wireless access to our people are landmark programs that show our readiness and capacity to address the problems of our province in a manner responsive to the times.

But while we have made significant progress in advancing the cause of our countrymen, the work is far from over. I am optimistic that with the momentum we have stirred, the pursuit of inclusive development will only become more spirited and more fruitful in the years to come. I trust that with the capabilities and the determination of our colleagues in the Provincial Government of Cavite, we can make this vision a reality. Because if we work tirelessly together towards a common goal, we can make Cavite truly first-class and world-class.

*Mabuhay!*